
Write-up by Keith Poole 
 
Some say that the Isle of Man can experience all four seasons in one day, well, at this 
weekends IOM Copiers Laser Regatta we had some extra seasonal elements from other 
parts of the world, monsoon rains. 
 
Saturday started of with a good breeze and sunshine, but this soon became variable in 
strength and direction, Ralph Kee pulled a blinder to win Race One by a good margin from 
Simon Pressly in second and Donald Edwards third. 
 
For Race Two on a slightly adjusted course, Don managed to close the door on his rivals at 
the start and held that gain to the end to win, Simon slotted into second with Ralph third.  In 
the day's final race with the wind easing off the results of the first race were repeated, with 
the rest of the fleet swapping places with each other the top three were very much control of 
this event, Ralph with 5 points, Simon 6 and Donald 7. 
  
On Sunday, now with much stronger easterly winds from the east there was much debate 
whether or not we could even launch because of the waves crashing onto the beach, but 
with the patrol boat launched from the much calmer harbour we ventured out in torrential rain 
and heavy seas for Race Four.  In the easing breeze, the same suspects were at the front, 
Don took the win, Simon again second and Ralph third, this evened up the scoreboard with 
the top three on 8 points each. 
 
Race Five and it was all to play for, the rain got heavier and the wind switched off, Ralph got 
buried with the strong tide.  With two very different tactics, Don taking a route out to sea and 
Simon staying inshore it was all very close.  In the end, Donald pipped Simon by 8 seconds 
to take the win and the series from Simon in second and Ralph's 5th gave him 3rd overall. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank Mark Corrin of IOM Copiers for sponsoring 
our final racing on the sea.  Special thanks to Keith Poole for Officer of the Day and our 
patrol boat crews of Peter Hoosen-Owen, Emily Kee and Andrew Dean. 


